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Abstract: Twitter is a biggest connecting site that includes various users. Many users share their data and it is updatable sites so data 

should be maintained properly and accessing in proper way. Hence the mining algorithm helps to managing data. Many applications 
such as Information Retrieval and Natural Language Processing includes some errors and short term of tweets and hence overcoming 

such type of problems tweet segmentation it is easy to understand and maintain. In this work, the tweets are divides into its separate 

categories hence data must be easily access and using data mining algorithm to implements the effective data and hence tweet are 

distributed.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Twitter is a type of social media, has been huge growth in the 
recent years. It has includes the all type of users and it has 
attracted great interests from both of industries and another 
academic field. The twitter stream is monitored and to collect 
then understand the users opinions about the organization. It 
is need to detect and response with such targeted stream, 
such that application requires a good named entity 
recognition (NER). [1], [2]. Twitter is rich source of 
continuously and instantly updated information. Social 
networking sites includes data and it is very updated, twitter 
also one of the most important communication channel with 
its capability of providing the most up-to-date and news 
oriented information. The targeted twitter stream system to 
focus the tweet segmentation, classification and its 
arrangement. Twitter is a micro blogging service that 
founded in the 2006 and it is one of the most popular and 
fastest broadcasting, growing and updated online social 
networking sites with more than 190 million Twitter 
accounts. Twitter is an online social networking service that 
enables users to send and read short 140-character messages 
known as tweets. Every users wants there data must be safe 
and prevented from the hackers and hence it wants to be 
there data should be safe.  
 
The social networking sites includes various types of peoples 
and hence data can be share one to another that time data 
must be safe and it is properly send to another users timely. 
Spam it is nothing but the malicious data or message to send 
another user. The targeted system, twitter focus towards the 
data must be spam free and hence it preserving from that 
malicious data or spam data. Much social community thought 
there data must be spam free means that errors free. The data 
should be harmful to the system means that spam data is 
nothing but the illegal type of tweets or kind of messages that 
to be view or share to the another user. Hence such type of 
work are prevented in the proposed system. The error can be 
grammatical also. The spam data can be affected your system 
and hence that malicious data harmful to the system and 
that’s why it is detected properly and preserving that such 
type of spam and hence system must be error free [3]. The 
data mining is the field of computer science. It is the 

computational process of discovering patterns in large data 
sets  involving methods .The overall goal of the data mining 
process is to extract information from a data set and 
transform it into an understandable structure for further use. 
It is useful in the tweet segmentation and with the help of 
data mining algorithm the data must easily maintained and 
easy to access. Data mining is defined as shifting through 
very large amounts of data for useful information. Data 
mining is the process of extracting hidden knowledge from 
large volume of raw data.[8].  
   
2. Related Work 
 
Twitter includes the millions of users and the data of that it is 
very updated day-by-day. The  novel framework for tweet 
segmentation known as HybridSeg. The local linguistic 
features are more reliable for learning local context and high 
accuracy is achieved  named entity recognition by using 
segment based part-of-speech (POS) tagging [1],[10]. The 
Chao Yang focuses on the empirical study and of new design 
for twitter spammer’s fighter. With the help of machine 
learning detection techniques features and the goal is to 
provide the first empirical analysis of the evasion tactics and 
in-depth analysis of those evasion tactics [3]. The named 
entity recognition (NER) used in the twitter stream for the 
monitoring and response to the stream. The unsurprised 
named entity recognition  system known as TwiNER. The 
first step is that global context obtained from the Wikipedia 
and the partition of tweets by using dynamic algorithm [2]. 
Spammer have utilized the twitter as a new platform  to 
achieve their harmful goals such as sending malicious spam 
messages, spreading malware, hosting botnet and control 
channels and performing other illicit activities [3]. An 
experimental study of the named entity recognition in tweets 
that focuses on the demonstrating the tools for part-of–speech 
(POS) tagging, it showing that benefits of features generated 
from T-pos  and T-chunk in the segmenting named entities 
[4]. In corpus linguistics, part-of-speech tagging or POST 
tagging or word-category disambiguation, is the process of 
that marking up a word in a text or corpus as corresponding 
to a particular part of speech, it based on both its definition 
and its context. The new approach for twitter user modeling 
and tweet recommendation with the help of using named 
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entities and its extracted from the tweets [5]. The previous 
work in that the named entity extraction (NEE) and linking 
for tweets it is the hybrid approach. The named entity 
extraction is for locate phrases in the text that represent 
names of persons. The approaches is that named entity 
generation and linking then its filtering [6]. 

 
3. Tweet Segmentation 
 
The tweet segmentation is the field of twitter stream. The 
goal of our work is to classify tweets into the section and 
hence it can be understand and learning easily. The previous 
work on the tweets is that the tokenization hence that of 
named entity recognition is used. Both tweet segmentation 
and named entity recognition are considered the subtask of 
the Natural Language Processing (NLP) [1]. The 
segmentation that is tweet is to be split into consecutive 
segments. Tweet segmentation it is important job of the 
previous paper. Twitter is a social networking sites and it 
contains the millions of people interact each other. Hence the 
data should be maintained properly. Tweets are very high 
time-sensitive nature so that many phrases like “she eatin” 
cannot be found in external knowledge bases. Observe that 
tweets from many official accounts of organizations and 
advertisers are likely well written. Then the named entity 
recognition helps with the high accuracy of tweets [1], [5]. 
The previous work is related to that tweet segmentation and 
tokenization means that tweet can be separated by character 
wise. Hence such type of tweet causes the short nature of 
tweets and hence that type of problem is overcome in the 
targeted system or proposed system. 
 

4. Tweet Classification 
 
The tweet is to be split into the segmentation the previous 
work is related to the segmentation is that its tokenization 
means that it is to be divided [1]. In the proposed system the 
tweet segmentation is the job which is related to the tweet 
functionality. In that the tweet is divided and it is category 
wised distributed in the separated field. The classification is 
distributed the term or data. Hence the tweet can be 
categorizes some manner that should be related to that the 
particular tweet phrases. Tweet segmentation is the task to 
divides the tweet in some segmented manner not in the word 
manner, because the study of that segment based are better 
than the word based. By using the data mining clustering 
algorithm to improve the nature of tweets. This system 
involves the data mining k-means clustering algorithm to 
improve the functionality of the tweets. Data mining is the 
exploration and analysis of large quantities of data in order to 
discover meaningful pattern and rules. The goal of data 
mining is to allow a corporation to improve the marketing, 
sales and customer support operations through better 
understanding of its customer. The data mining algorithm is 
to be implemented for that the commercial application 
purposes. The techniques are to be borrowed from the 
statistics, computer science and machine learning research 
[8]. 
 
The k-means algorithm is the kind of data mining clustering 
algorithm. The cluster analysis is one of the major data 

analysis method and the k-means clustering is used to various 
applications. For generating and the collecting data for  
growth of database has been large day by day. Hence  the 
practically impossible to extract the meaningful and useful 
information from them by applying conventional database 
and analysis techniques.  That of the effective mining method 
are essential to extract information from large databases [7]. 
K-means clustering algorithm which has likely the nearest 
neighbor that it depends on the geometric interpretation of 
metric ideas used in k-means. K- means algorithm brings the 
general topic that related association and distance. K-means 
not only the algorithm but also it is automatic cluster 
detection [8]. It is very useful in the proposed system . The k-
means clustering algorithm is used in the system for classify 
the tweets. Hence the tweet can be arranged in the section 
wised manner. Then the system shows the particular tweet in 
particular section . If any spam messages are shown in that 
hence it remove and instead of this kind of message to special 
character fill and hence the another user can not show  this 
kind of spam messages. 
 
K-means Algorithm 
1) Clusters the data into k groups where k is predefined. 
2) Select k points at random as cluster centers. 
3) Assign objects to their closet cluster center according to 

the distance function. 
4) Calculate the centroid or mean of ll objects in each 

cluster. 
5) Repeat steps 2, 3 and 4 until the same points are assigned 

to each cluster in consecutive rounds. 
 
The idea is that to classifying the given set of data into the k 
number of disjoint cluster and then that the value of k is the 
fixed in advance. The algorithm can be categorize into two 
kind of phases, the first phase is that defines k centroids one 
for the each cluster. The phase is to take each point related to 
the given data set and it associates it to the nearest centroid 
[7]. In the social networking sites such as twitter includes the 
various kind of users, each and every person can be posted 
there tweets in any field such as it should be related to the 
sport, an entertainment, an education, a commerce and 
current event also. The targeted twitter stream that segmented 
the tweet and then it should be categorized in that the 
particular section by using this algorithm effectiveness of 
tweets is to be improved. In data processing, filtering of all 
data will be done. The punctuation, symbols, deletion of 
email ids etc. will be removed which is not important. So like 
this there is need of allocating topics category wise. This 
work will be done in proposed work. Topic detection will be 
done after topic allocation for that topic K-means will be 
used. Topic K-means will use for feature extraction [8]. 
 
The next section is that current event detection of the tweets. 
The algorithm is implemented is that Support Vector 
Machine (SVM). The Support Vector Machine is widely 
used in object detection & recognition, content-based image 
retrieval, text recognition, biometrics and speech recognition. 
In the machine learning a support vector machines is 
supervised learning models with associated learning 
algorithms that analyze data and recognize patterns, used for 
classification and regression analysis. Support Vector 
Machine algorithm also support vector networks [11].The 
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current event detection means that the number of tweets is to 
be generated in that event. Hence the support vector machine 
algorithm which helps to improve features of tweets to show 
the current data.  
 
Comparison of Work 
 
The previous work the tweet is segmented with the help of 
segmentation algorithm hence the data is to be split number 
of segments. To overcome the short nature of tweets to 
illustrate the proposed work. In the proposed system the 
tweet are separated in the section and user can show there 
messages in the particular region.  
 

 
Figure a: Previous algorithm Inefficiency 

 
Figure b: Proposed algorithm Inefficiency 

 
The figure a and figure b shows the comparison between the 
previous work and proposed work. In this the comparison of 
algorithm which are implemented in previous work and 
proposed work. 
 
6.1   Aims and Objectives 

 
The main task of this system is that the tweet segmentation 
and it’s classified in section wised that helps to improve the 
functionality of tweets. 
 To Classification of tweets. 
 It provides to removing the noisy tweets. 
 To identify the spam word and preserve this. 
 It provides Current event detection. 
 It provides the effective system to identify tweets. 

 
7.   Conclusion 
 
The tweet segmentation helps to improve the functionality of 
tweets by using the classification mining algorithm. It helps 
to preserving the semantic meaning of tweets. This system 
proposes a new tweet classification which helps to improve 
the accuracy and efficiency of tweets and hence the tweet 
shows in specific region. The segment based tweet it is better 
than that of another word based. For future work The 
graphical analysis and improves again the segmentation 
analysis. 
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